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The Struggle is Real
What is it? 
There are lots of Parts

Why does it work? 
Correct, Expand, Repeat

How does it work?
Tricks of the Trade

What is Burnout??? 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1f7OwFqTnco
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The Struggle is Real:  Strategies to Navigate the Challenges

What is it? (and When is it Something Else)

Why is it important? (...to not go down with the ship)
-Surgeons and Therapists

How can I Steer Through It? (5 Anchors)



1)What extra weight are you carrying? 
2)Do you tell yourself you are not enough?

3)Are your expectations of yourself realistic?
4)Are you trying to fix the unfixable?

What are the signs???

….The problem is not with compassion directed
 toward (others) but with a lack of compassion for 

ourselves.”  -Mate



● Tired or Fatigued
● Loss of Motivation
● Withdrawal
● Loss of Enjoyment
● Apathy
● Substance Abuse
● Bottled up emotions
● Loss of sense of purpose

You can’t really love 
someone else unless 
you really love 
yourself first. 
-Mr. Rogers 



Early 
Intervention 

=

Fewer 
Minions



….But the reality is we come into this work with 
trauma…and we know how to tamp

Explicit
Trauma

Implicit 
Trauma

Intergenerational 
Trauma



Complete the stress cycle 
Connection is key
Care for self (sleep)
Create mindfulness techniques 
that work for you! What do you do???

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrJAX-iQ-O4 (8.14)

The Cure For Burnout 
(hint:  it isn’t self-care)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrJAX-iQ-O4


Signs and Symptoms of PTSD
(symptoms lasting longer than 30 days) Implicit/Explicit

● Intrusive thoughts about the event
● Irritability and somatic complaints
● When my world view has changed
● Trouble sleeping
● Excessive worry about the future (hyperarousal)
● Dreams about the event (racism)
● Perseverating about the event (don’t doesn’t work)
● Physiological reactivity to cues that symbolize the event
● Delayed response (shock and misunderstood)
● When friends and family are not enough

-DSM















1)Borrow Strength (Connect)
2)Calm Your Nervous System (Down/up Regulate)
3)Change Your Lens (Remember it’s not all bad)



Find Calm in the Storm!

Window of Tolerance
Mirror Neurons







WE crave the corrective experience





1)Fight, Flight, Freeze (Brainstem has 2 functions)
2)We Work to Up-Regulate or Down Regulate (ex. Substance Abuse)
3)Breathing that works!  …Because YOU are Their Window!

A mirror neuron is a neuron 
that fires both when an 
animal acts and when the 
animal observes the same 
action performed by 
another. Thus, the neuron 
"mirrors" the behavior of the 
other, as though the 
observer were itself acting.

wikipedia



We are their window of tolerance (oxygen met.)
We need healthy brains (caring, present, calm)
We are also at risk (empathy)



1)We need both Stress & Regulation
2)Dose as Necessary - The Toggle
3)Early Intervention is key (but it is Never too Late)
4)Calm Your System THEN Process



Re-connect to Ourselves
Re-connect to Others

Develop Compassion for Ourselves
Develop Compassion for Others

Securely Attach to Ourselves
Securely Attach to Others



2 Minute Skills and Strategies 
-Regulation Dose!  ??? (Syn. Play Therapy)

● Laughter is the Best Medicine
● Power Pose (Cuddy)
● Gratitude and Gifts
● Stretching 
● Drink Water (Breathe)
● Mindfulness and Meditation
● Healthy Distract
● Talk To Someone
● Don’t Forget to Breathe
● Cute Animal or Kid Breaks 

CONSISTENCY!!!!



CONSISTENCY IS KEY

-Ask ‘how are you?’
-Offer to help.
-Be kind ongoing.
-Look out for each other.
-Practice gratitude.
-Make them laugh. 
-Give gifts of appreciation.
-Help people feel safe.
-???
LEAD BY EXAMPLE
-Sinek

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNVPalNZD_I
● THINK ABOUT THE POWER OF A MOMENT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNVPalNZD_I


Bi-Lateral Music
Nature and Exercise
Essential Oils
Curiosity
Brainstem Bath
Move Your Digits
Gentle Pressure
Resource Brainspotting
Cat Scan
Imagine a person, object, or animal 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKQcAzBpKew





KNOW YOUR (OR CREATE) YOUR PROTOCOLS



Where You Look Affects How You Feel. - David Grand









Have Compassion and Patience for Others on the Team (ex. cw/bio/etc..)
Remember to Stay Curious (Brain Hack)





Connection 
Boundaries
Compassion
Mindfulness
Resilience



Resilience

Focus on habit change
Remember you need both stress and regulation
Notice changes overtime 1) not as far 2) not as long
Practice with parts work
Build in exposure
Build the muscle 
Go to therapy as needed
Celebrate the wins



https://www.youtube.com/shorts/eOUsJ4NUAnU



Mindfulness
Corrective experience by itself 
Ultimate form of acknowledgement
Opens the brain (curiosity)
Size now vs. size then
Parts are paying attention to what I do now
Helps turn off future worry
Active and still meditation





Compassion 
Gets us back into balance
Build resourcing (essence)
Practice With Parts of the Self 
Remember true compassion
Exercise compassion vs. shame
Open up Your Brain (curiosity)

Compassion is
Bigger than all of it

Have it for your experience

Remember the law of rep. 



Resilience

Focus on habit change
Remember you need both stress and regulation
Notice changes overtime 1) not as far 2) not as long
Practice with parts work
Build in exposure
Build the muscle 
Go to therapy as needed
Celebrate the wins



1)What extra weight are you carrying? 
2)Do you tell yourself you are not enough?

3)Are your expectations of yourself realistic?
4)Are you trying to fix the unfixable?

….The problem is not with compassion directed
 toward (others) but with a lack of compassion for 

ourselves.”  -Mate


